


Specialty Coffee since 1994

At Le Piantagioni del Caffè, we’ve been roasting single estate coffee beans since 1994.

What makes us different is our direct relationship with the producers in the countries of origin: we travel there in 
person to get to know them and their coffee where it all begins, where the beans are grown. We work with them 
and exchange information to create products we know will give their very best in the cup, taking our coffee lovers 

on an imaginary voyage to the estate.

We research constantly to source the best beans to roast, which go into our blends and our ‘single estate’ coffees.

Our customers are always at the forefront of our minds: we don’t roast premium artisan coffee 
just because we like it, but most of all because we know that on the market, premium quality,

 a precise market strategy and uniqueness are all things which reward.

That’s why our work is led by our ‘disruptive’ image and distinctive products, 
designed to meet our markets’ expectations; we aim to satisfy a target audience of people 
who are passionate about quality and have a higher-than-average sensibility for coffee. 

We like to call them ‘Specialty People’.  



SPECIALTY
PEOPLE
BLENDS

The Specialty People Blends are the ideal everyday coffees. They are comprehensible, enjoyable, eclectic 
and dynamic, just like our customers!

They are all made with single estate coffees that we combine to create quality blends easy to understand.
You don’t have to be an expert to appreciate these coffees. You just need to be passionate for life, like we 
are. We intend the coffee break as a joyful moment to share with friends. Give in to the temptation of these 
coffees, let them guide and enchant you. Try them and become one of our Specialty People.



Discover
SPECIALTY PEOPLE BLENDS

shop.lepiantagionidelcaffe.com



DI 
PIANTAGIONE

Estate coffees are our coffees coming exclusively from single estates. We roast our beans with care, in order 
to offer top quality coffees and to enhance the peculiarities and the uniqueness of each producing farm. We 
wish to namely bring you a corner of the countries of origin and make you dive into the territory where the 
coffee plants root. We personally travel in search of the most original, typical and appealing beans. After 
selecting them, we have them shipped to Italy where the fine-tuning of the roasting process starts, in order 
to get the best out of each coffee. The outcome is part of our own essence: unique quality coffees.



Discover
DI PIANTAGIONE

shop.lepiantagionidelcaffe.com



The Disruptive coffees are our way to break down the status quo.
Born from top-ranking specialty coffees, yet they are far from being niche, self-referential, haughty or boring 
products.
We wanted these coffees to be comprehensible, both when tasting them and when talking about them. We 
wanted to transform them into design items. We wanted to enhance them and make them iconic.
The Disruptive coffees are our way to say: quality coffee is not boring; it can be amusing, cool, pop and 
friendly.

DIROMPENTI
(DISRUPTIVE)



Discover
DIROMPENTI

shop.lepiantagionidelcaffe.com
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